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INTRODUCTION
The future form of the city is necessarily spec-
ulative, yet it is reasonable to say that it will take
place within certain limits. A polarity of these limits
could be said to be those of human values at one pole,
and physical limitation at the other. These deal essen-
tially with what we may want to do, and what we can do.
Between these two determinants, the human environment
may be shaped.
A likely development of future city form deals with
the notion of three dimensional organization. It appears
likely, in that it may be a way in which the environment
may be humanized. There are, however, major organization-
al differences between the three dimensionally organized
city and the present day two dimensional order.
Three dimensional organization means that there is
physical three dimensional displacement of the city's
access systems and functional uses. Where the present
city is spread across the ground horizontally, the three
dimensional city has access and uses organized vertically
as well as horizontally. What appears to be three dimen-
sional in the present city are elements of architecture.
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Therefore, three dimensional organization affects the
scale of the city block and larger areas.
If physicaland experiential organization is to
take place at a large scale, it could result in major
changes in way of life. What might be expected is that
a higher level of technology may be needed,tiwhich would
mean a change in the allocation of the physical and con-
ceptual resources, a different aesthetic which might
result in a different tone of life lived there. And
different social relations, due to new physical relation-
ships of activities may result in a different world view
over a period of time. Thewe changes presumably would
result from the fact that a change in the physical rela-
tionships of an environment would not only change the
physical being of that body of people and place, but what
people are exposed to in that place, consequently affect-
ing the things they think of.
Such changeq which affect our physical and experi-
ential reality need to be investigated for possible effects
before they tak place. This opens the opportunity of
choice as to whether these changes are warranted, and if
we can make them or not. In addition, speculative investi-
gation of possible future events allows one to better
prepare for the future.
I
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In light of this, the following thesis is a
design investigation which encounters some of the
characteristics of three dimensional organization which
possibly could take place. The emphasis is on physical
organization rather than on experiential life styles
that might occur there. A complete design would deel
with both human values and the physical environment, yet
the outline that the physical design brings affords many
experiential settings to be read in.
PART ONE: ASPECTS OF
THREE DIMENSIONAL ORGANIZATION
There are many differences between two dimensional
organization and three dimensional organization in rela-
tionship to the city and its workings. However, the
most outstanding from a design point of view deals with
the physical organizational differences brought about by
three-dimensionality itself.
Essentially, three demensionality allows a greater
number of relations to be made between objects, effect-
ively resulting in a larger design palette. This larger
design palette can bring about functional and experiential
relations not previously attained between various modes of
circulation, buildings, and spaces. Yet this larger pal-
ette also produces a physical complexity calling for new
organizational concepts to bring order.
By three dimensional organization, buildings can be
arranged so that they have a variety of access connec-
tions, giving appropriate spaces to that particular access
mode. Pedestrians may have their environment separated
from that of the service truck.
Two dimensionally organized cities, on the other hand,
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have their functional connections and pedestrian amen-
ities as well as the support of buildings all on the
same plane. One can visualize new relations, for in-
stance, if one takes a two dimensionally organized con-
figuration and starts separating functions which are
incompatible. A basic separation may be the extraction
of pedestrian oriented facilities from vehicular oriented
facilities, thereby producing two distinct organizations.
The two may then be interrelated in a new way. This is
more complex in terms of physical relations but this kind
of separating and rearranging may be warranted in that the
present street setting in our city cores has become "sat-
urated" with activity. Furthermore, the general "mix"
of pedestrian interests with vehicular interests has
produced experiential and functional conflict due to this
saturation.
The situation could be summarized by saying that the
activity has out-grown its form. Where there was unity
and cohesion, the limits of such functional and experien-
tial interrelation within the form of the present street
situations have been passed. There has been an evolution
of design in terms of separations in urban organization.
At one time, the circulatory function of the street was as
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the place for vehicles, pedestrians, and waste. With
the advent of plumbing and horizontal separation of
pedestrian and vehicular traffic, the basic "street"
of our present two-dimensional city was developed. The
next step in evolution, as it appears, is to remove
these intersections by vertical separation. Each of the
past forms had its kind of activity producing a kind of
functional and experiential unity. In making new environ-
mental forms, functional as well as experiential inter-
relations must be considered as part of the design.
For instance, in the present urban street in the
central business district, the setting is supposed to be
highly active. The specific reason is difficult to state
but it has something to do with sensing of the "wheels of
progress" in a production oriented environment. The act-
ivity level is produced by both pedestrian and vehicular
circulation, interacting within this street. According
to present criteria, if these two modes are separated, a
possible Inappropriate setting may result. Then again,
the separation producing the new form may support a new
criteria of appropriateness. This situation, however, is
representative of the many form and activity relations that
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have to be considered in the design of new environ-
ments. The problem of producing an active environ-
ment may not be so great. It can be solved by the prox-
imity of separated modes. The movement channels do not
have to impose on one another physically, but they can
still impose experientially if they are within perceiv-
able range. In terms of physical design, this involves
circulation alignment and vertical relation. This brings
up the point of differences of organization, the align-
ment of circulation, and massing of architecture at a
larger scale, the scale of the city block.
The basic relation of walk-street-building, con-
sidered at the scale of the block is presently the organ-
izational and environmental constant of urban space in
cities. The block size can change, buildings of different
height may be shaped, etc., or an occasional open space
may change the character of urban spaces. However, the
basic urban space organization in present cities is remark-
ably limited and the same holds true for the vantage point
given the pedestrian.
The real impact of three dimensional organization
is that it deals with developing a new set of relations
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at the city block scale, allowing a greater number and
variety of relations. Essentially, we are dealing with
the placement of circulation networks and their related
facilities (be they architectural or urban amenities,
parks, etc.) in such a fashion as to create new environ-
ments. Once again, we can visualize the present hori-
zontal circulation network enclosed and delineated by
architectural elements. With the three-dimensional or-
dering there may be a number of such orders placed one
above the other, some used primarily for service vehicles,
or other kinds of vehicular circulation, and other levels
and networks solely for pedestrian use. These different
circulation modes, with their related architectural en-
closures, create a number of environments which may
receive their appropriate design treatment.
With this kind of organization of different circu-
lation and use environments, one over the other, the
general activity fabric may be woven. Two basic design
opportunities are available: the ability to separate and
the ability to expose one environment to the other.
Essentially, a greater degree of continuity of the
environment as a whole may be developed through these
design capabilities. This mainly deals with pedestrian
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environment, vehicular circulation being fixed to its
system. With the ability to separate, one could, for
example, connect residential environments together in
such a way that they were continuous.through many areas,
even though these many areas were composed of a number
of different uses. This may result in a kind of "con-
stant." On the other hand, a continuous change of use
and environmental form use may be followed by a person
on a different route.
Therefore, in overlapping various uses and circula-
tion modes which, in a given area, are separate, yet con-
nected over a number of areas, various forms of continuity
may be provided. This points up one of the more signiff-
cant aspects of three-dimensional organization, and that
is "choice." Such organizations become "choice-matrices"
where one may compose one's route from one place to another
without really going out of one's way. One can be exposed
to different use settings from various vantage points and
distances and generally choose the tone add encounter of
one's trip,
With this design capability one overcomes one of the
major faults of two-dimensional urban envtronment: the
MINNOW- _
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tendency for closed environments to occur and dominate
an area. For example, financial districts tend to drive
out wholesale districts, and retail tends to drive out
residential until a "mono-use" areas are developed,
blocking one area from another. There is also the danger
that these one-use environments become "half-alive," as
seen in the financial district after five o'clock. Many
urban cores are mere shells in the evening and often
dangerous as well. In the daytime, a lack of use vari-
ation becomes monotonous and even narrow in terms of ex-
posure.
Here again the three-dimensionally organized environ-
ment with various uses mixed and overlapped may serve as
a general introduction to a fuller pattern of life. Re-
search laboratories and artist studios Juxtaposed and over-
lapped with residential and retail areas may revitalize
what is now a closed and resistant setting. One might
even expect a certain amount of increased social inter-
action to occur as a result of such widening of exposures
and life encounters.
Traditionally, the urban core has been a place of
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vital interaction. Once again it may be an economic,
institutional, production, and cultural center, as well
as a good place to live. Three dimensional organization
can overcome the effects of saturation, as well as those
of one-use ground dominance and restrictive flow. This
scale of design, however, needs a structure to accept it.
At present the ground is the structure which accepts the
two dimensional organization. If there are to be various
circulation modes and uses, one above the other, there
must be a structure to hold and relate them. So a funda-
mental need of three dimensional organization is the need
of a three dimensional structural terrain. Depending on
the density developed, the environment in some ways would
begin to have the qualities of architecture. If buildings
were able to unite with the terrain and unite with other
buildings, architecture would begin to have the qualities
of environment. This effectively would make the environ-
ment a little more like a building and buildings a little
more like environment. This tendency is mainly due to
the higher degree of functional interrelation and struc-
tural interdependence, as well as the factor that through
time small buildings would be joined to make bigger build-
ings.
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In terms of developing a structural terrain to
receive the buildings there are two main methods: one
is the initial construction of an actual physical ter-
rain that holds and receives buildings and to which
they would conform. This represents the "mega-structure"
concept. The other way is to develop a set of agreements
to wbich individual buildings would conform. Then,
through their own growth, these buildings would be devel-
oping the actual structure. This second method is based
on the idea that cities evolve over a long period of time
and their growth patterns are generally unpredictable.
The second is more responsive to changing structural
methods and aesthetic emphases which evolve.
So the method which is advocated is building by incre-
ments which then form "whole" networks. This method refers
primarily to the scale of individual buildings to which
other buildings are added. Pedestrian circulation may
generate larger networks by increment in addition, as well.
Vehicular systems, on the other hand, are in need of con-
tinuity and would have to go in complete initially. This
especially refers to mechanical systems. The expectation
is that present land owners would agree to a method of dev-
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elpping the area above them and through a system of
air-rights, which includes legal, structural, and fune-
tional relation, do so. For example, an existing whole-
sale area may become a platform for a residential commun-
ity. It may be adjacent to a ground transporation fac-
ility (railroad) which again becomes a platform, or as
we have mehtioned, where a structural terrain may develop
and support a school or possibly a shopping center. Ver-
tical structural relations, function connections, the time
df placement, as well as what are to be the permanent or
non-permanent features of the organization are some of
the relations that would have to be worked out.
PART TWO:
CORE ORGANIZATION
This portion of the thesis starts to describe the
design that was developed. General asumptions are dealt
with first, and then I move to specific treatments. The
urban core chosen was that of the city of Boston. The
configuration of Boston was used as a general form and
event context, and is to be taken as a representative of
the existing city. It is to be kept in mind, however,
that the design developed here is in no way a formal
design proposal such as might be prepared by a renewal
agency. The design has been "exploratory," giving empha-
sis to concept development. The Boston configuration adds
a "reality-reference" and helps in the shaping of design
limits. Possibly a city based on a grid would have been
more representative of a "typical" American city. But the
two main reasons for choosing Boston rather than some other
city are I) it contains a number of varied geographical
and land use conditions in proximity to each other (which
allows the development of various prototype use organiza-
tions and their connection) and 2) there is readily access-
ible data. So the choice of Boston was made in light of
these considerations in addition to the hope that the In-
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herent form of three-dimensional organization may stand
a greater opportunity to develop in a relatively unstruc-
tured setting.
A general projected growth was made, working with
the assumption that where there is change, there Is growth.
This is not essentially necessary, for a three-dimensional
organization could be made with the present density. How-
ever, three-dimensional organization implies density.
Another reason for working with a projected growth was the
desire to find out what a dense three-dimensional environ-
ment might be like. The projection essentially triples the
density of floor use and of intown residents of the area
chosen. Some assumptions were made about the likely state
of circulation and of architecture which have affected the
design. It is best that these be brought out before the
explanation of the design begins.
Truck Service: Truck service will still be in use in that
it is a basic land oriented distribution system that unites
in-and out-of-town areas.
A New Kind of Automobile: The automobile as we know it
today will be phased out of the urban centers. The auto-
mobile will evolve from the heavy self-powered and self-
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driven, "system-powered" vehicle, the power being in
the road bed. It may be possible to supply these ve-
hicles with many attachments to enable the basic cap-
sule to work on or off the powered system or on land,
water, or air. The reason for the transition to this
kind of vehicle is to allow greater capacities of move-
ment to occur in smaller volumes, and at lower speeds.
In that the vehicle is light, it can be manipulated
three-dimensionally and integrated into the urban en-
vironments without imposing heavily on the design of
that environment. This effectively results in raised
"auto-capsule" circulation systems.
Open, Light, and Adaptable Architecture: Architecture
will become more open in terms of interrelating with
other buildings structurally and functionally in order
to create mutual spaces between each other and in general
to develop the three dimensional terrain of mass. A
building may be thought of more in terms of a part of a
whole. This will tend to make architecture a thing which
is responsive to change. Lighter structural materials
and building components which are manipulable to various
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degrees may be a part of this trend.
Similar Density Distribution: The distribution of den-
sity will be somewhat the same, being a general gradation
away from urban cores. This refers to both residential
(people per acre) and other than residential use (commer-
cial, institutional, etc.). There are two reasons for
this expectation of similar density distribution: 1) Since
a pedestrian environment is once again achievalble, "prox-
imity" to a greater number of amenities that develop
through social cooperation will still have a centralizing
effect. 2) Three dimensional organlation of use and circu-
lation modes would be expected to originate in existing
dense patterns and, in turn, reinforce that tendency.
There is also, of course, the basic reason that the urban
core can once again be the "good place" by supporting a
general development of cohesive human values;and the pur-
suit of such.
In order that the many parts of the urban design may
be identified, scale designations have been made. The
following chart serves to illustrate what Is meant.
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Identity of Scales:
Scale Solid
"geography"
of land and
buildings,
a city
Void
the space
between and
above
Circulation
state high-
way, express
Approx.
Measures
5 miles
urban
town,
etc.
core,
suburb
major area
defined by
use or form,
several city
blocks
major group,
a city block
minor group,
a number of
buildings
a building
arterial
boulevard
space defined
by that group
street
"9 maIl,
wa I k,
spatial
envelope
defined by
such
alley,
etc.
1-5 Miles
}-1 mile
200'- mile
20'-200'
corridors,
elevators,
etc.
The design developed here deals with scales 2 through 5.
The following explanation begins with scale two considerattons.
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Scale Two:
Three dimensional organization affects this scale
by altering basic access modes of the core and by dev-
eloping different kinds of three-dimensionally organized
use areas. By using the existing use context as a base
from which to grow, a number of areas were developed.
This growth resulted in a mixture of dense residential
and commercial areas juxtaposed with open space and gen-
erally interwoven with a continuous pedestrian park sys-
tem. Within this area, there are approximately 2,000
acres having approximately 40,000 dwellings and 130,000
residents. Within this area there would be approximately
160 million square feet of floor use, not ineluding resi-
dential use. There is approximately four times as much
floor use and three times as many residents as compared
to the existing condition.
Since the distribution of use at this scale was
mainly influenced by the idea of growing from present use
areas, the main change in organization was in terms of
circulation modes. The circulation theory used to lay
out the various networks dealt with the aspects of con-
ceptual as well as physical continuity. The attempt was
to give conceptual attributes which would be derived from
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the basic placement of these paths. Hopefully, this
would result in giving one "mental pictures" of where
one wanted to be.
Service Traffic (truck): In order to reduce the traffic
concentrating effects of the radial pattern, circulation
routes have been turned back in an arc-like fashion.
This would tend to relieve central traffic congestion and
discourage through traffic. Through truck traffic would
be handled by the inner belt express-loop. Raised service
roads have been introduced in order to gain free pedestrian
movement in certain locations. Service lines have also
been raised to serve air-right groupings which occur in
densely built areas in order not to restrict surface traf-
fic conditions. One of the major circulation spines is
developed by the connection of the areas to the north and
to the south of the core. The path is essentially that of
the upper portion of the inner belt. The inner belt which
is now depressed is a truck service line, having grade ser-
vice traffic passing over it and above that the raised
north-south connection occurs.
Raised Auto-Capsule Networks: The raised auto-capsule net-
works are developed out of the use of "loop" and "line"
- e
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configurations. The "loops" are essentially related
to scales three and four, whereas the "lines" overlap
sides of loops and become scale two-three. This des-
cribes a basic street (loop) and boulevard (line) sys-
tem. Drawings describing scale two circulation occur on
the next two pages.
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LEGEND
SCALE THREE, PARK AND ROAD
1. North-south major service distribution connection.
2. Scale 3 on grade roads
3. Scale 3 above grade roads
4. Scale 3 below grade roads
Fine texture indicates grade level park system.
/ Arrows indicate that the pedestrian system con-
tinues, although changes level.
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o 400
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LEGEND
SCALE 2-4 DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM (goods and service)
1. Scale 2 express, under scale 3 north-south connection
2. Scale 2 express
3. Scale 3 on grade road
4. Scale 3 above grade road
5. Scale 4 on grade road
6. Scale 4 above grade road
7. Scale 4 tunnel
0. Scale 5 on grade road
0 400
200 800I
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
N
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LEGEND
CAPSULE NETWORK
1. Capsule express
2. Capsule boulevard
3. capsule loop
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Scale Three:
Within this scale of organization the effects of
three dimensional organization can be more readily seen.
There are a number of different residential areas dev-
eloped having various use relations and mixtures of use.
Different geometrics develop due to site conditions. In
addition, various vertical relations with the ground are
made. These areas with their particular solid, -void,
-and circulation arrangements develop emphasis and may be
called prototypical.
There are basically two kinds of commercial three
dimensional organizations and these have mainly a geo-
metrical basis. One is linear and the second covers an
area. Linear commercial organizations appear above the
north-south raised service street, through the south end
residential area and through the Back Bay area.
Commercial Organization:
1) The north-south connection becomes an air-right "edge"
of the CBD (central business district) and extends further
along this service artery. As mentioned previously, its
spine is a raised service road above which is a pedestrian
mall. This edge moves over the depressed service express,
-
_6 vA;4'0' 4. , . ,
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over part of the CBD surface distribution network, as
well as over the two lodies of water that define the
peninsula of Boston, and enters commercial areas on the
other side in each case. A similar commercial development,
but with less magnitude and occurring around a raised ser-
vice road, enters the south-end. Above and below this
commercial spine are different conditions. Below is a
pedestrian oriented "green place." Above would be a resi-
dential area. The Back Bay commercial line rests on a sur-
face distribution network which presently exists. Raised
pedestrian malls are developed, as well as raised auto-
capable networks, which serve to circulate people. The
CB will be discussed in part three of the thesis.
Residential Organization:
The Back Bay organization develops on the existing grid of
surface streets now being used for service. The area is
connected by raised pedestrian malls, public continuous
malls at 25 feet above the ground, and semi-public discon-
tinuous pedestrian streets occurring above that within the
residential groups. This becomes a kind of town-house res-
idential development in that outside spaces are minimal.
Courts would exist at ground level and community facilities
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ranging from personal services to retail, schools, and
libraries would exist at the 25-foot-plus pedestrian
mall.
The south-end development becomes quite a different
organization in that the ground level is essentially a
continuous park service being raised. The geometry of
this is more open yet tends to thicken about service
connections and community facilities which are also raised.
The architectural character is more open in that the resi-
dential clumps would tend to have raised "yards" by way
of roof decks. Community facilities would also tend to
create outside raised platforms as part of their basic
character.
The north-end uses the existing "village" on the
ground as an outside space and for community facilities
such as schools, shopping, etc. Two residential clusters
surround "the village" and rest on surface service facil-
ities with raised pedestrian malls occuring above them.
The waterfronteresidential community is raised over
the public water-edge, keeping the two separate yet con-
nected. An upper pedestrian level, semi-enclosed for
protection against the elements, spans fromtthe raised
mall and commercial-community facilities, -sacross the
the water to a community boat marina.
The four point channel becomes an elevated resi-
dential community. The use mix of the area would prob-
ably be one third light industry, research and develop-
ment, one third wholesale-retail-commercial, and one
third residential, occurring above these and having com-
munity spaces on the roofs of commercial structures as well
as on the ground below.
The following plans and sections depict these scale
three organizations.
PLAN OF EXISTINQ CONFIGURATION
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LEGEND:
A Level change in pedistrian circulation
Service road envelope
DESCRIPTION:
SECTION A
1. Raised pedestrian mail
2. Existing (north-end) village
3. Raised mail
4. Part of park (public) system
5. Elevated community and circulation
6. Community marina
SECTION B
1. Village (north-end)
2. Mall above north-south service connection
3. Governmental plaza
4. Northern portion of park
SECTION C
1. Southern portion of park
2. Raised malt
3. Raised circulation
4. Raised circulation in south-end
Depressed service express
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LEGEND:
A Level change
E Service road
DESCRIPTION:
SECTION 0
in pedistrian circulation
envelope
River basin and park
Raised residential community
Raised commercial district
SECTION E
Raised mall
School or community facility
Continuous park system
Commercial and residential with raised circ.
SECTION F
Commercial district
Residential community
Storage and exchange center
Residential area and dock
Raised residential community
Residential community
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PART THREE:
C B D
ORGANIZATION
The central business district is the area that
has been given a closer inspection in terms of what
it might be and how it might be developed. The mgjor
organizational influences other than the setting itself
are circulation networks, an additive-evolutionary
growth proess, sun orientations, structure, the general
motion "upwards" and relations with surrounding areas.
To begin with, the existing geometry has had an
effect on organization due to the fact that this is the
seed from which growth occurs. The ground organization of
the government center and the Commons have been retained
as pedestrian places. The general ground organization
of the surface streets have received adjustments con-
cerned with the straightening and aligning of street pat-
terns. These adjustments which are due to the demands of
the elements above, would occur over a period of time, so
a complete new geometrical pattern is not attempted. The
theory is that the surface level needs a certain amount
of continuity because this level becomes a basic service
platform from which the buildings receive their materials
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through vertical construction spaces above the surface
streets. Another reason for the new geometry (besides
circulation continuity) has been the recognition of form
compatibility and efficiency of space achieved by rec-
talinear geometry.
The additive-evolutionary process mentioned pre-
viously emphasizes the fact that the environment evolves
through many stages and dispositions of experiential and
physical character. The evolutionary part of the term
refers more to the growth of architectural elements than
it does to circulation networks in that architecture
becomes the primary increment of change. It is expected
that architectural elements would change their structural
characterand degree of openness through new interrelations
with other buildings as they group together. On the other
hand, the "additive" portion of the term refers to the cir-
culation networks, especially to elevated auto-capsule
systems which are added by level as the density builds up.
The third and fourth pedestrian levels (see plans) are
representative of this process. Each of these levels is
formed as a part of a linear pedestrian arrival station
network. The third level is part of the auto-capsule
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street and boulevard network, and the fourth level is
part of the capsule express network. The linear stations
in each of these cases serve to develop an inter-station
distribution system for the feeding and retrieving of
auto-capsules from parking structures as well as contin-
uing the passenger arrival platforms. These pedestrian
levels in combination with the linear station network
would be added to the environment as part of their res-
pective systems (third pedestrian level: boulevard-street
system; fourth pedestrian level: express system). The
second level, which is the first raised level, is a dev-
fation from the additive process. It would be built by
increments since it is mainly constructed from the use of
roof tops and connections spanning between buildings.
The fifth level is simi lar to the second in that it
would be built by increments (as buildings were joined),
yet the pedestrian-reinforced movement systems which
would come after the level is established, would be con-
structed at one time. Where the additive process of add-
ing separate pedestrian networks explains the layering
effect, the horizontal placement deals with the capsule
loop and line patterns thathhave been chosen. Bascially,
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the boulevards follow the north-south flow directions,
navigating around the bodies of water that border the
CBD. The loops are for scale three to four distribution.
The linear stations become scale four and five distribu-
tion and are tied to areas in such a way to reinforce
the geometry or simply blend with it.
Related to the geometrical layout of the capsule
systems are factors which deal with operational aspects
of these systems. It would be appropriate to mention
these at this point. The capsule system would have two
decision ranges of operation; a self decision level of
operation which is a level of system operation where the
individual riders may make route decisions, and secondly,
a computer decision range where once the trip has been
established, a computer would handle all decisions in
terms of system transfers and station arrivals. These
kinds of operations deal with the aspect of the capacity
of the system and what percentage of that capacity is in
operation. This has to do with how much time and space
there is on the networks to allow a capsule to go from one
loop to another, or from line to loop, etc. The'meshing
of a capsule from one network with the capsules of another
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may not occur unless the space for it is available.
When a low percentage of the capacity is involved, a
driver may go from one network to another as such inclin-
ation occurs. (This would be a self decision trip.) On
the other hand, when higher percentages of the system
are in operation, such manoeuvres would have to be checked
and accounted for by the computer in charge of operating
the various trips. Knowledge of all the capsules on the
system and their destinations would be necessary for hand-
ling them. This is because of the short distance between
vehietes and their relatively constant speeds, resulting in
meshing difficultyi It would seem that these two ranges
are needed in order to have the benefits from both of
these operational characters. The self-decisive trip is
essentially a pleasure oriented operational level, whereas
the computer decision is the work-operation level.
These ranges exist on the boulevard and street net-
works, whereas the capsule express system would more than
likely work on a computuer-decision-trip basis. This is
gue to the efficiency that is called for by the express
system to the boulevard-street system in the CBD. This is
in order to avoid the decision complexity that would result
at peak operation levels.
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The massing of the area (solid-void relations)
is affected not only by circulation network spacing
and existing street geometry, but by considerations
given to sun orientation as well. In plan the circu-
lation patterns were considered as hands of a clock
which are oriented to sun angles during the day. Nortit-
west to south-east align with morning sun rays, and
north-east to sout-west with afternoon. These have been
specifically adjusted to meet the requirements of Boston's
lattitude situation. The mass corresponds to sun angles
in section essentially by following the equinox pattern
of sun angles. The attempt was to keep level three rel-
atively sunlit in that this is to be an open plaza net-
work of pedestrian circulation. This brings about a
triangular shaped north-south section (diagram a) where
the north side of the triangle followed the 48 degree
(with ground) slope (generally, not strictly).
14 Sri
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This means mass has a tendency to follow the equinox
sun angle (diagram b) thus casting less shadow.
The basic reason for considering sun as a form
determinant is that the density of the environment Is
such that It would be very easy to have all urban spaces
in shadow. So the decision was made to respect man's
tendency to have his "place in the sun" and to have cir-
culation and mass correspond to that desire.
Architectural Coupling and Structure:
Following the additive-evolutionary process, architec-
ture and structure respond to this. The word coupling is
used to emphasize the aspect that buildings join together.
Architecture is a scale six element by the classification
system that has been devised. Architectural coupling
refers to the idea of having a number of scale six incre-
ments to unite in such a way as to create scale five
spaces and masses and so on. An example of this process is
illustrated by the following diagram.
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Initially, (diagram a) "one" and "two" share pedes-
trian circulation links. In diagram b "one" sells "three"
structural supports and the space between receives a
mutual elevator and a mutual glazed foyer. In diagram
c, "ones and "three" sell "four" support conditions (next
horizontal resolution). "Three'obtains right via "one."
"Three " and "four" share (by development agreement) roof
of three semi-private open space, etc.
These conditions of building growth, circulation con-
nection and public, semi-publicenclosures, are interrel-
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ational and follow the basic need of providing enough
outside space and circulation ways to accommodate the
added number of people that accompany the added growth
of the CBD. The amenities, both public and private,
develop as a consequence of simply making the environ-
ment habitable. What is indicated in terms of structure
is a basic interlacing of vertical and horizontal force
resolution.
The thesis has mainly been oriented toward general
organization aspects of a three-dimensionally organized
environment and so has not met the difficult and involved
problem of working out such structural interrelations.
The notion which has allowed such form manipulations to
progress without detailed varification is that a single
structure could be built to resolve the form that has
been indicated in the design. It then becomes a matter
of timing as to who does what and how. But as it happens,
first things first. It is necessary to establish what a
three-dimensionally organized environment may involve in
general before one finds out what it involves in particular.
It is expected that this is one of the major areas that
would need innovatioo. This would mean that new construc-
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tion techniques, structural capabilities, as well as
legal relations would have to be satisfied.
The basic notions which might explain the forms
arrived at, however, are these: the environment breaks
into approximately three structural zones or types: 1) full
support at ground level, 2) horizontal buildings supported
by other buildings or spanning other buildings on ground
levels, cubic, approximately 50' to 200+', 3) buildings
built above more than two layers of buildings (tower form)
starting approximately 100+'.
In the attempt to develop structural concepts which
would handle this scale of structure the basic issues of
horizontal and vertical force resolution and compression
versus tensions systems was encountered. These aspects
were applied to the situation of resolving what essentially
became a building thousands of feet in horizontal dimension,
having "wings" of 400+' in height and the centers of which
spaced 400' to 800' (and greater) apart.
The basic concepts arrived at on this issue were that
vertical loads would be taken by each building itself and
horizontal joads would be taken by a tension structure.
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Since functional vertical connections would be
in most instances to the ground for goods and to other
levels for people, support and access vertically become
tone" thus resolving our needs of vertical resolution.
The type of rigid frame and surface shear development
which may litk several buildings together, resolving
Vettical and horizontal forces by mutual structural con-
nections, would occur in the initial air-right growth in
zones one and two. Yet this kind of force resolution
would not be expected to venture into structural zone
three conditions and urban scale three structurally. The
condition of structural zone three is such that the major-
ity of mass occurs at a high level as well as its surface
area receiving horizontal forces from wind. What we have
is a very top heavy building.
So in the light of this situation it was decided to
develop a means of resolving horizontal forces by a net-
work of tension cables which would be mutually shared by
the buildings occurring at this level.
In terms of compression versus tension resolution,
this tension system seemed more advantageous. Horizontal
continuity by a compression system means that members would
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have to span long distances Involving great size of
members and weights of materials. Horizontal continuity
by tension meant that sizes of members would be consider-
ably reduced.
The cable system itself would go then through a
number of phases. The idea Is to fix the building at its
centroids (or with one of its axes). This should corres-
pond to the general geometry pattern of the environment
so as to relate to other buildings.
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